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Ukraine-Konflikt, Freiwillige Ukrainer bergen Leichen für in Krasnopol  12.03.2023, Krasnopil. A group of Ukrainian volunteers has been on a mission to search for the bodies of fallen soldiers and return them to families. The group Black Tulip Mission carries out the dangerous task of locating and exhuming the bodies amid explosions and total ruin. Two bodies of Russian soldiers were found in Krasnopil village. Photo: Dmitri Kotjuh / Postimees Krasnopil Zhytomyr Oblast Ukraine 2DK12MAR23A049 PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxESTxLATxLTUxFIN Copyright: xDmitrixKotjuhx Dead soldier corpse
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Ukraine-Konflikt, Freiwillige Ukrainer bergen Leichen für in Krasnopol  12.03.2023, Krasnopil. A group of Ukrainian volunteers has been on a mission to search for the bodies of fallen soldiers and return them to families. The group Black Tulip Mission carries out the dangerous task of locating and exhuming the bodies amid explosions and total ruin. Two bodies of Russian soldiers were found in Krasnopil village. Photo: Dmitri Kotjuh / Postimees Krasnopil Zhytomyr Oblast Ukraine 2DK12MAR23A063 PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxESTxLATxLTUxFIN Copyright: xDmitrixKotjuhx Dead soldier corpses
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Ukraine-Konflikt, Freiwillige Ukrainer bergen Leichen für in Krasnopol  12.03.2023, Krasnopil. A group of Ukrainian volunteers has been on a mission to search for the bodies of fallen soldiers and return them to families. The group Black Tulip Mission carries out the dangerous task of locating and exhuming the bodies amid explosions and total ruin. Two bodies of Russian soldiers were found in Krasnopil village. Photo: Dmitri Kotjuh / Postimees Krasnopil Zhytomyr Oblast Ukraine 2DK12MAR23A074 PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxESTxLATxLTUxFIN Copyright: xDmitrixKotjuhx Dead soldier corpses
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Ukraine-Konflikt, Freiwillige Ukrainer bergen Leichen für in Krasnopol  12.03.2023, Krasnopil. A group of Ukrainian volunteers has been on a mission to search for the bodies of fallen soldiers and return them to families. The group Black Tulip Mission carries out the dangerous task of locating and exhuming the bodies amid explosions and total ruin. Two bodies of Russian soldiers were found in Krasnopil village. Photo: Dmitri Kotjuh / Postimees Krasnopil Zhytomyr Oblast Ukraine 2DK12MAR23A076 PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxESTxLATxLTUxFIN Copyright: xDmitrixKotjuhx Dead soldier corpses
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Ukraine-Konflikt, Freiwillige Ukrainer bergen Leichen für in Krasnopol  12.03.2023, Krasnopil. A group of Ukrainian volunteers has been on a mission to search for the bodies of fallen soldiers and return them to families. The group Black Tulip Mission carries out the dangerous task of locating and exhuming the bodies amid explosions and total ruin. Two bodies of Russian soldiers were found in Krasnopil village. Photo: Dmitri Kotjuh / Postimees Krasnopil Zhytomyr Oblast Ukraine 2DK12MAR23A096 PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxESTxLATxLTUxFIN Copyright: xDmitrixKotjuhx Dead soldier corpse
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Ukraine-Konflikt, Freiwillige Ukrainer bergen Leichen für in Krasnopol  12.03.2023, Krasnopil. A group of Ukrainian volunteers has been on a mission to search for the bodies of fallen soldiers and return them to families. The group Black Tulip Mission carries out the dangerous task of locating and exhuming the bodies amid explosions and total ruin. Two bodies of Russian soldiers were found in Krasnopil village. Photo: Dmitri Kotjuh / Postimees Krasnopil Zhytomyr Oblast Ukraine 2DK12MAR23A104 PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxESTxLATxLTUxFIN Copyright: xDmitrixKotjuhx Dead soldier corpse
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Ukraine-Konflikt, Freiwillige Ukrainer bergen Leichen für in Krasnopol  12.03.2023, Krasnopil. A group of Ukrainian volunteers has been on a mission to search for the bodies of fallen soldiers and return them to families. The group Black Tulip Mission carries out the dangerous task of locating and exhuming the bodies amid explosions and total ruin. Two bodies of Russian soldiers were found in Krasnopil village. Photo: Dmitri Kotjuh / Postimees Krasnopil Zhytomyr Oblast Ukraine 2DK12MAR23A107 PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxESTxLATxLTUxFIN Copyright: xDmitrixKotjuhx Dead soldier corpses
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Ukraine-Konflikt, Freiwillige Ukrainer bergen Leichen für in Krasnopol  12.03.2023, Krasnopil. A group of Ukrainian volunteers has been on a mission to search for the bodies of fallen soldiers and return them to families. The group Black Tulip Mission carries out the dangerous task of locating and exhuming the bodies amid explosions and total ruin. Two bodies of Russian soldiers were found in Krasnopil village. Photo: Dmitri Kotjuh / Postimees Krasnopil Zhytomyr Oblast Ukraine 2DK12MAR23A109 PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxESTxLATxLTUxFIN Copyright: xDmitrixKotjuhx Dog tag
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Ukraine-Konflikt, Freiwillige Ukrainer bergen Leichen für in Krasnopol  12.03.2023, Krasnopil. A group of Ukrainian volunteers has been on a mission to search for the bodies of fallen soldiers and return them to families. The group Black Tulip Mission carries out the dangerous task of locating and exhuming the bodies amid explosions and total ruin. Two bodies of Russian soldiers were found in Krasnopil village. Photo: Dmitri Kotjuh / Postimees Krasnopil Zhytomyr Oblast Ukraine 2DK12MAR23A119 PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxESTxLATxLTUxFIN Copyright: xDmitrixKotjuhx Personal belongings of a soldier as numbered evidence
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Ukraine-Konflikt, Freiwillige Ukrainer bergen Leichen für in Krasnopol  12.03.2023, Krasnopil. A group of Ukrainian volunteers has been on a mission to search for the bodies of fallen soldiers and return them to families. The group Black Tulip Mission carries out the dangerous task of locating and exhuming the bodies amid explosions and total ruin. Two bodies of Russian soldiers were found in Krasnopil village. Photo: Dmitri Kotjuh / Postimees Krasnopil Zhytomyr Oblast Ukraine 2DK12MAR23A122 PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxESTxLATxLTUxFIN Copyright: xDmitrixKotjuhx Dead soldier corpse with a bullet hole
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Ukraine-Konflikt, Freiwillige Ukrainer bergen Leichen für in Krasnopol  12.03.2023, Krasnopil. A group of Ukrainian volunteers has been on a mission to search for the bodies of fallen soldiers and return them to families. The group Black Tulip Mission carries out the dangerous task of locating and exhuming the bodies amid explosions and total ruin. Two bodies of Russian soldiers were found in Krasnopil village. Photo: Dmitri Kotjuh / Postimees Krasnopil Zhytomyr Oblast Ukraine 2DK12MAR23A048 PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxESTxLATxLTUxFIN Copyright: xDmitrixKotjuhx Dead soldier corpse
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: (EDITORS NOTE: Image depicts graphic content) Members of “Black Tulip” recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: (EDITORS NOTE: Image depicts graphic content) Members of “Black Tulip” recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: (EDITORS NOTE: Image depicts graphic content) Members of “Black Tulip” recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: (EDITORS NOTE: Image depicts graphic content) Members of “Black Tulip” recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: Members of “Black Tulip” recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: (EDITORS NOTE: Image depicts graphic content) Members of “Black Tulip” recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: Members of “Black Tulip” work to recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: A member of “Black Tulip” conduct works in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: Members of “Black Tulip” work to recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: (EDITORS NOTE: Image depicts graphic content) Members of “Black Tulip” recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: Members of “Black Tulip” work to recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: Members of “Black Tulip” work to recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: A view of the area where members of “Black Tulip” work to recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: Members of “Black Tulip” work to recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: Members of “Black Tulip” work to recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: Members of “Black Tulip” work to recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: Members of “Black Tulip” work to recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: Members of “Black Tulip” work to recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: Members of “Black Tulip” work to recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: Members of “Black Tulip” work to recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: (EDITORS NOTE: Image depicts graphic content) Members of “Black Tulip” recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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DOLYNA, UKRAINE - MARCH 12: (EDITORS NOTE: Image depicts graphic content) Members of “Black Tulip” recover the bodies of two Russian soldiers who presumably died under shelling and were subsequently buried by a collapsed stairwell to a cellar in Dolyna, Ukraine on March 12, 2023. The town was occupied by Russians. Before the Ukrainians took it back they shelled the town. Two Russian soldiers were buried beneath rubbles. As the town was covered with mines it took a little while to find the remains of soldiers. Wolfgang Schwan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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